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З АНГЛІЙСЬКОЇ МОВИ
 



Reading

2

 ___________________
One of your tasks should be to choose a career where you can earn enough money to 

2 ___________________
 
 

look into programmes that repay your student loans if you work in a public service 

3 ___________________

4 ___________________

information from the Bureau of Labour Statistics to help you learn what the education 
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 ___________________
Follow the example of companies that use interns and temps to evaluate an individual 

B

 egister with an employment agency 

D

E

F Hire a career coach 

G

  up with an advice website
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beekeeper Federica Bertocchini cleaned out her hives and temporarily placed  

 

be to try and identify the molecular processes in this reaction and see if we can isolate 
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B

D

TRUE

B

D

B

D to experiment with different plastics

B

D

 clean ocean shores
B raise money for research

 change their habits
D sort out their garbage
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__________

 captures images of vanishing cultures

B pays special attention to travel planning

 studies exotic languages as a hobby

D helped a singer perform in a remote place

E

F takes part in various speed contests 

G actively promotes global volunteerism

 follows the route of human migration
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cultures and traditions and 

 __________ which have 

be tolerant as we have welcomed millions of people of different races and religions into 

but also the 

 to make mistakes in foreign policy

B

 having labels or categorising people

D by many cultures around us 

E adapting and integrating them 

F discussed and analysed at the workshop

G based on  and 

 to learn from other societies
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 __________ long absences for 

 __________ of the federal government and no tax 

Guests are invited 

and  __________  

23 location B birthplace home D motherland

24 comparatively B particularly relatively D respectively

besides B despite through D without

independent B inconvenient famous D favourite

to go B to come to inspect D to tour

seek B look explore D investigate

consists B composes includes D admits

30 bargain B charge price D

obvious B natural native D original

32 place B open discover D distinguish
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 __________ in the Library 
 __________ 

 BBC 
and other companies like   __________ 

33 was discovered B have discovered has discovered D were discovered

34 were B was has D had

till B since between D from

Earliest B Earlier D

what B that whom D which
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to see when she  __________ 
 __________ she had a problem 

 

was completed B had completed has completed D would complete

cheery B cheeriness cheers D cheerily

40 would  
be needed B will 

be needed is needed D was needed

unless B while whether D until

42 embarrass B embarrassed embarrassing D to embarrass
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